Advanced Domestic Violence Seminar
Instructor: Chief Brian Kyes, Esq.

Friday: October 4, 2019
Braintree Police Department
282 Union Street
Braintree, MA 02184

The seminar will run from 8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
The cost for this seminar will be $175.00 per person.

To register, please contact Paula Heagney at 508-989-9848 or fax us at 508-622-1820

During this seminar we will thoroughly discuss the following areas:

- Can police affect a MV stop to serve a 209A order?
- The intersection of 209A and the firearms law will be addressed.
- What if the potential DV victim tells police that there is "nothing wrong"? Can police still affect entry in the dwelling?
- How far down the relationship chain does the 209A statute extend?
- What violations are arrestable under a 209A order? 208? 258E? Vacate orders?
- What violations are **NOT** arrestable under a 209A order? 208?
- Why is a vacate order?
- Close encounters of the 3rd and 4th kind: accidental encounters. What is criminal?
- What happens when consent is conflicting? Can police still effect entry?
- When can police testify to what the victim said at the scene?
- How can the 6th AMD Right to Confront Witnesses impact your case?
- Massachusetts jurisdictional puzzle on DV will be thoroughly discussed!
  An **EXCELLENT** area!!!!!!!
- Why is it more difficult to effect a warrantless arrest in the home or at the threshold? **Recent Licensee Issue.**
- What is the significance of being a Licensee? Who is a Licensee? The importance of this law at a threshold.
- Probable Cause: We will address how the investigating PO can establish PC after asking a few basic questions
- Service: Is in hand service required? What about service over the telephone? Can this lead to a conviction?
- The entire decision of Commonwealth v. Dorvil, 472 Mass. 1 (2015) decided by the Massachusetts Supreme Court which states that parents can use reasonable force to discipline a minor child will be thoroughly discussed and passed out during the presentation.
- We will discuss how this decision intersects with 209A.

Please make check payable to Commonwealth Police Legacy, Inc.
and send to PO Box 752 Norton, MA 02766
General questions please email: pheagney@policelegacy.com

For specific guidance on the application of these cases or any law, please consult with your supervisor or your department's legal advisor or prosecutor.